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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015180994A1] In a honing method for machining the inner face of a bore (122) in a workpiece (120) by means of at least one honing
operation, an expandable honing tool is used in a honing operation, said expandable honing tool having an expandable annular cutting group (220)
having a plurality of cutting material bodies distributed around the circumference of the tool body in an end region of the tool body that is remote
from the spindle, the axial length of said cutting material bodies being less than the effective outside diameter of the cutting group with the cutting
material bodies fully retracted. The method is characterized by the following steps of: rigidly coupling the honing tool to a work spindle of a machine
tool; positioning the honing tool and the bore relative to one another such that a tool axis (212) of the honing tool is coaxial with a setpoint position
(SB) of the bore axis of the bore; introducing the honing tool into the bore, with the cutting material bodies retracted, as far as an insertion end
position in which the cutting group is located in an end region (123), remote from the entry, of the length to be machined of the bore; rotating the
honing tool and simultaneously expanding the cutting group, at or in the region of the insertion end position, as far as a first radial position of the
cutting material bodies such that, by material-removing engagement of cutting material bodies with the inner side of the bore, a cylindrical widening
(121) of the bore is produced in the end region of the bore, said cylindrical widening (121) being centred substantially with respect to the setpoint
position of the bore axis; withdrawing the honing tool from the bore while simultaneously rotating the honing tool such that the bore is widened,
starting from the cylindrical widening, successively in the direction of the entry side.
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